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Abstract

We explore the possibility of using both face and gait in enhancing human recognition at a distance performance in outdoor condi-
tions. Although the individual performance of gait and face based biometrics at a distance under outdoor illumination conditions, walk-
ing surface changes, and time variations are poor, we show that recognition performance is significantly enhanced by combination of face
and gait. For gait, we present a new recognition scheme that relies on computing distances based on selected, discriminatory, gait stances.
Given a gait sequence, covering multiple gait cycles, it identifies the salient stances using a population hidden Markov model (HMM). An
averaged representation of the detected silhouettes for these stances are then built using eigenstance shape models. Similarity between
two gait sequences is based on the similarities of these averaged representations of the salient stances. This gait recognition strategy,
which essentially emphasizes shape over dynamics, significantly outperforms the HumanID Gait Challenge baseline algorithm. For face,
which is a mature biometric for which many recognition algorithms exists, we chose the elastic bunch graph matching based face rec-
ognition method. This method was found to be the best in the FERET 2000 studies. On a gallery database of 70 individuals and two
probe sets: one with 39 individuals taken on the same day and the other with 21 individuals taken at least 3 months apart, results indicate
that although the verification rate at 1% false alarm rate of individual biometrics are low, their combination performs better. Specifically,
for data taken on the same day, individual verification rates are 42% and 40% for face and gait, respectively, but is 73% for their com-
bination. Similarly, for the data taken with at least 3 months apart, the verification rates are 48% and 25% for face and gait, respectively,
but is 60% for their combination. We also find that the combination of outdoor gait and one outdoor face per person is superior to using
two outdoor face probes per person or using two gait probes per person, which can considered to be statistical controls for showing
improvement by biometric fusion.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Biometrics for outdoor conditions, especially one that
can operate at a distance, is a challenging proposition.
For some security situations, it is necessary to identify
individuals or even short list possible candidates as far
away as possible from a sensitive site. Two biometric
sources that are available in such situations are face,
which is a physical biometric, and gait, which is a behav-
ioral biometric. Face image based biometrics is now a
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mature technology. Unlike other traditional biometric
sources, such as fingerprints, iris, or hand, face does
not require direct contact and is easy to acquire. There
are now several commercial systems that can be used
for face recognition in somewhat controlled indoor situ-
ations. However, outdoor recognition from faces is still
an open area of research. The 2002 face recognition ven-
dor tests (FRVT 2002) [34], which is presently the most
comprehensive and extensive evaluation, show that when
comparing a gallery of indoor full frontal images with a
probe set of outdoor images, the best verification perfor-
mance is 54% at 1% false alarm rate. This is in contrast
to nearly 96% verification rate at 1% false alarm for
indoor face recognition.
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Like face, gait of a person, as captured in the video of the
walking person, is another biometric source that can be
acquired in outdoor conditions and from a distance. Recog-
nition of a person from gait has been a recent focus in com-
puter vision [33,26,43,3,45,42,13,2,25,21,10,38,49]. To
facilitate the objective, quantitative measurement of pro-
gress, and the characterization of the properties of gait rec-
ognition on a common data set the HumanID Gait
Challenge Problem was formulated [18,19]. The challenge
problem consists of a baseline algorithm, a set of twelve
experiments (A through L), and a large data set (1870
sequences, 122 subjects, 1.2 terabytes of data). Based on
the reported performance on this dataset and other datasets,
three observations can be made regarding gait recognition.

1. Performance on indoor sequences [49,13,10] generally
tend to be higher than on outdoor sequences [10,20,2].

2. When comparing sequences across surface change condi-
tions, such as grass vs. concrete, the performance is low.
The identification rates on a gallery set of 71 subjects
range from 21% to 36%, using variety of recognition
strategies, ranging from the use of HMM to simple tem-
plate based matching [44,47,24,50,18].

3. Gait recognition performance drops when comparing
sequences taken at different times. When the difference
in time between gallery (the pre-stored template) and
probe (the input data) is in the order of minutes, the
identification performance ranges from 91% to 95%
[49,13,10], whereas the performances drop to 30–45%
when the differences are in the order of months and days
[25,11,10] for similar sized datasets.

It is unlikely that gait recognition performance across
these conditions can be improved significantly by simple
modifications of existing strategies. From a computer
vision perspective, gait signal is comprised of both shape
and dynamics information. Gait shape can be defined to
be the configuration the person makes; it is determined
by both body shape and stance. Gait dynamics determines
the nature of the transition between stances. In traditional
gait characterization, the latter is emphasized, while some
recent recognition from gait studies seem to point to the
observation that shape is a better cue than dynamics. First,
is the CMU study [10] that explicitly ignores dynamics and
just considers silhouette shapes with improved perfor-
mance. Second, is the UMD study [48] that decouple shape
and dynamics using rigorous shape modeling. One hypoth-
esis for this observation could be that the variability of gait
dynamics under different conditions, such as walking sur-
face change, is high. Building on this recent observation
in gait recognition research that shape is a better cue than
dynamics for gait recognition, we present a new strategy
that focuses on stance shapes. The strategy relies on com-
puting distances based on selected, discriminatory, gait
stances. Given a gait sequence, covering multiple gait
cycles, it identifies the salient stances using a population
hidden Markov model (HMM). An averaged representa-
tion of the detected silhouettes for these stances are then
built using eigenstance shape models. Similarity between
two gait sequences is based on the similarities of these aver-
aged representations of the salient stances. It essentially
uses gait stances that are more robust across the covariates
for the similarity computation. This results in improved
performance, but still does not achieve high recognition
rates comparable to indoor scenarios.

It has been demonstrated that combination or fusion of
biometrics can offer a way to break the barrier of poor indi-
vidual biometric performance. Lin et al. [14] demonstrate
that multi-biometric integration does indeed result in a
consistent performance improvement. Schiele [40] empiri-
cally showed that the more classifiers we combine, the bet-
ter results we can get. One can talk about inter-modal
combination [39,51,5,41,42,23,16,15], e.g. combination of
face with iris, and intra-modal combination [1,53,31,
54,17,36,32,55], e.g., combination of outputs of two classi-
fiers on the same modality, or the combination of outputs
of two different sensors, such as IR and visible [9,8] and vis-
ible and 3D [6–8], on the same modality. In Table 1 we
summarize the work in computer-vision based multi-modal
biometric combination. Fusion can be done at three levels
[39]:

1. The feature extraction level, where data from each sen-
sor are: combined to form one feature vector [12,5].

2. The matching score level, where the similarity scores
computed by individual classifier are fused
[39,31,17,16,1,51,54,41,42,23]. The scores from different
classifiers are usually first transformed into the same
range using linear transformation, polynomial transfor-
mation, or logarithm transformation. The normalized
scores are then combined using rules, such as sum, prod-
uct, maximum, and minimum.

3. The decision level where the each classifier makes its own
classification and votes for the final decision
[36,15,23,32]. The popular vote rules include rank sum
and majority vote.

In this paper, we show the combination of gait and face
can effectively enhance the performance of outdoor bio-
metrics at a distance. We demonstrate this for conditions
that are known to be ‘‘hard’’ in face and gait recognition.
Experiments also show that cross modal combination of
gait and face is superior to the fusion of multiple instances
within each modality, which can be considered to sort of
statistical control to show improvement by biometric
fusion. Gait and face combination studies have been pre-
sented by others [42,41,22]. However, unlike previous stud-
ies that used either indoor data or outdoor data taken on
the same day, resulting in high performance of the individ-
ual biometrics to begin with, our study involves outdoor

data, taken months apart. We show that we can significantly
improve recognition at a distance in outdoor conditions
and over time, both of which are hard conditions, using
biometric fusion.



Table 1
Inter- and intra-modal biometric fusion

Work Combination level Face Fingerprint Hand geometry Iris Ear Gait Speech

MSU [39] Score
p p p

MSU [31] Score
pp

MSU [17] Score
pp

MSU [16] Score
p p p

MSU [15] Decision
p p

MSU [36] Decision
pp

U. Bern [1] Score
p

CAS and MSU [51] Score
p p

UND and USF [5] Score
p p

HK polytechnic [54] Score
p

MIT [41,42] Score
p p

U. of Surrey [23] Score and Decision
p p

Rutgers [32] Score and Decision
pp

UMD [22] Score and Decision
p p

UND [9,6–8] Decision
pp
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2. Face recognition algorithm

The primary focus of this paper is to investigate the
power of the face and gait biometric fusion. So, the individ-
ual biometric algorithms we used are not necessarily the
absolute best that are currently available, but they have
performances that are close to the best available ones. They
beat their corresponding established baseline algorithms by
significant amounts. First, we consider the face recognition
algorithm (Fig. 1).

Face recognition is a mature biometric for which many
recognition approaches exist. We did not see the necessity
for designing yet another approach since the focus of this
paper is biometric fusion. From among the many possible
choices, we used the Gabor features based Elastic Bunch
Graph Matching (EBGM) [52] algorithm for face recogni-
tion. It is a feature based method for face recognition that
has superior performance than other template based meth-
ods, such as PCA, LDA, or Bayesian. We used the CSU
implementation of the algorithms that is available at
http://www.cs.colostate.edu/evalfacerec/. The approach
first locates landmarks on a face, related to salient points
on eyes, nose, and mouth, and then employs the frequency
information of the local regions that surround the land-
mark locations as the landmark features (landmark jet).
We did not re-train the algorithm. Instead we used the
CSU trained version, which is based on 70 subjects. With
regard to distance measurements, we choose the phase sim-
ilarity, corrected by small displacements [4]:
Fig. 1. Samples of computed intermediate representations fac
SDðJ i; J 0i;~dÞ ¼

PNi

j¼0

aija0ij cosð/ij � ð/0ij þ~d~kijÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPNi

j¼0

a2
ij

PNi

j¼0

a02ij

s ð1Þ

where Jj and J 0i are the landmark jets of ith landmark
point for graph J and J 0, Ni is the number of wavelet
coefficients in the jet, a and / are the magnitude and
phase, ~d is the estimated displacement vector, and ~k is
a vector pointing in the direction of the wave and having
the magnitude equal to frequency of the wave. Obviously,
the estimation of the displacement vector ~k is very
important for Eq. (1). In this paper, we use the Displace-
ment Estimation Narrowing Local Search (DENarrow-
ingLocalSearch), which uses a local search method to
find an optimum and empirically gives the best
performance.

According to the FERET evaluations [35], the EBGM
approaches provides the best recognition performance.
Fig. 2 summarizes the reported top rank identification per-
formance (with a gallery size of 1200) on three experiments
involving matching (i) across indoor illumination varia-
tions, (ii) across 1 year time differences, and (iii) across
more than 1 year time difference. EGBM had the top rank
among five algorithms, for all the three experiments. It out-
performed by around 20% the next best algorithm. Also,
note the poor performance on datasets that involve com-
parison over time.
e biometric that are matched. (a–d) gallery, (e–h) probes.

http://www.cs.colostate.edu/evalfacerec/
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Fig. 2. Top rank identification performance (on a gallery set of 1200) the
EBGM and four other face recognition algorithms as reported by
FERET-2000 [35]. The experiment Fc matches across illumination
variation, the Dup. I experiment involves temporal difference within 1
year, and the Dup. II experiment involves temporal difference more than 1
year.
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3. Gait recognition algorithm

Compared with face, gait biometrics is a relatively new
research area. New approaches are beginning to emerge
but with varying performances. Fusion of face with gait
will make sense only if the performance of these two bio-
metrics are comparable, especially on the hard cases that
we consider. For this reason, we designed a new gait recog-
nition algorithm, that is among the best that is currently
available, as judged based on commonly available
benchmarks.

The recognition approach builds on the observation in
recent gait recognition experiments [48,10] that silhouette
shape, which includes body shape and gait stance shape,
Fig. 3. The adopted gait recognition approach bas
has equal, if not more, recognition power than gait dynam-
ics. The approach is based on matching silhouettes from
selected gait stances, specifically those stances that have
largest variance across a population. The schematic of
the gait recognition approach is shown in Fig. 3. The first
step is, of course, silhouette detection, for which we use
standard statistical background subtraction, based on
Mahalanobis distances in the pixel color space. Second, is
the definition and modeling of the stances to be used for
recognition. For this, we conduct analysis by learning
one population EigenStance-HMM, defined for a subject
population. The variation in shape for each stance will help
characterize the importance of that stance. Third, is the
recognition approach. Any given gait sequence is decoded
using the learnt population HMM. The frames that are
matched to the selected stances are cleaned-up and aver-
aged to arrive at an averaged silhouette representation
for that stance. The averaged stance representation from
the gallery and the probe are then compared using the
sum of the Euclidean distances between the selected stance
silhouettes. In the rest of this section, we present details
regarding the above the steps.

3.1. Silhouette detection

We employ the standard RGB based background differ-
encing technique to segment silhouettes. We first compute
the statistics of the individual background pixels in terms
of mean and covariance of RGB values. Then we compute
the Mahalanobis distance of a pixel from this background
pixel value distribution. Next, we decide on an optimal
threshold to segregate the two classes using Expectation
Maximization (EM), with the distance values as the Gauss-
ed on comparing specific, salient, gait stances.
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ian distributed observations. Finally, we assemble discon-
nected components with a proximity based grouping pro-
cess, using the area and angle features of each
component. Further details of this process are available
in [28,30].

3.2. Stance modeling and selection using population HMM

To identify the gait stances that have recognition power,
we need to be able to define the different gait stances. Given
that gait can be viewed as involving periodic state transi-
tion, we use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to define
and to identify the underlying stances. A HMM is specified
by the possible states, qt 2 {1, . . . ,Ns}, and the triple
k = (A,B,p), representing the state transition matrix,
observation model, and priors, respectively. The states of
the HMM are the different gait stances. The state transition
matrix and the priors capture the gait dynamics and the
observation model is based on the stance shapes. These
parameters should capture the variation across a subject
population. Note that we do not seek a HMM for each
subject, but one HMM defined over the whole population,
i.e. a population HMM. The trained or learnt parameters
of this model will help identify the underlying stances. This
model will also used in the similarity computation step.

3.2.1. Training of the HMM

The gait stance states and state transition probabilities
of this model are learnt from a set of manually specified sil-
Fig. 4. Top row shows the corresponding part-level, manually specified
silhouettes. And the bottom row shows the scaled silhouettes of the kind
used by gait recognition algorithms.

Fig. 5. Stance exemplars for seven sample states over a gait cyc
houettes, which can be taken to be the best ‘‘clean’’ silhou-
ettes that are available. This silhouette database includes 70
subjects over one walking cycle of approximately 30 to 40
image frames [27]. This cycle was chosen to begin at the
right heel strike phase of the walking cycle through to the
next right heel strike. The height of the silhouettes are nor-
malized to occupy 128 pixels in order to reduce the effect of
varying distance of subjects from camera. Fig. 4 shows
examples of the raw images and the normalized silhouettes
of one subject.

We consider distinct states, ðq1; q2; . . . ; qN s
Þ, spanning

one full cycle (two strides) so as to retain the asymmetry
in gait, i.e. to differentiate stances with left foot forward
from those with right foot forward. We will select the total
number of states, Ns by minimizing the Akaikie’s informa-
tion criterion (AIC). There are three sets of parameters to
be estimated. First, we pick equal state priors, i.e. pi ¼ 1

N s
,

since, in practice, any given sequence can begin from any
state.

Second, is the observation model, which we base upon
state exemplars selected from the training set sequences.
These state exemplars are determined as follows. We start
with a linear map of the silhouettes in a sequence into
the states, which are then refined by K-Means clustering.
The clustering technique relies a distance measurement
for two frames fi and fj, which we define as:

Dði; jÞ ¼ 1� fT
i f j

fT
i fi þ fT

j f j � fT
i fj

ð2Þ

This is also commonly known as the Tanimoto distance
measure. Since the gait cycles of the manual silhouettes
are aligned by design, we simply group the frames within
the jth partition of all subjects into an exemplar set for
the jth gait stance, Ej. Fig. 5 shows the mean images of
the exemplars for some stances, built from our training
data. The observation model for each stance is chosen to
be an exponential function of the Tanimoto distance, D,
between any given silhouette, ft, to the mean of the state
exemplars, Ej, where the parameter lj is directly estimated
from the corresponding exemplars which have been com-
puted from the given training sequences.

bjðftÞ ¼
1

lj
e
�

Dðft ;EjÞ
lj ð3Þ

The third set of parameters comprise the state transition
matrix A. The transition matrix is constrained to be a left
to right, cyclical Bakis state transition model over the
le used in the observation model of the population HMM.
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states. We estimate this matrix from the multiple observa-
tion sequences using the iterative Baum–Welch algorithm
[37]. However, unlike the traditional use of this algorithm,
the priors and the observation models are not iterated
upon. Just the entries of the transition matrix are iteratively
updated to maximize the likelihood of the training set. This
initialization of this iterative process is based on the transi-
tions implied by the association of frames to each stance ar-
rived by K-means clustering used to arrive at the
observation model. Note that since the training set consists
of gait sequences from a number of subjects, the transition
matrix represents the average gait dynamics over the whole
population.

We determine the number of states based on the
Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) that combines the
likelihood of the data with model complexity in a probabi-
listically meaningful manner. Fig. 6 shows the AIC varia-
tion for different number of states. Small values of Ns

would result in a compact model but would not capture
all the variations in the training set. Whereas very large val-
ues would results in over fitting. We see that Ns = 20 offers
a good compromise. Given the context of gait recognition,
we would like to preserve variations so as to be able to dis-
tinguish between individuals. We also found that this
choice is quite stable with respect to some variation of
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Fig. 6. Variation of AIC with number of states, for models constructed
using two different training sets of 70 subjects; one for grass walking
surface and the other for concrete walking surface.

Fig. 7. Samples of the first eigenstances over one gait cycle, rep
training set. Fig. 6 shows AIC variation for two different
training sets, one based on sequences on grass and other
for sequences on concrete.

3.2.2. Gait shape – eigenstances

With each stance of the trained population HMM, we
associate an eigenstance model to capture the shape varia-
tions in the silhouettes for each stance across persons. We
use this model to compute similarity between two gait
sequences. We model the shape as a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, which is estimated from the clustered set of
exemplar silhouettes associated with each HMM stance.
Note that the exemplar means were used to construct the
observation model in the HMM. We use the variance for
shape modeling. We use principal component analysis
(PCA) to arrive at a compact representation of this distri-
bution. For each stance, k, we have a reduced dimensional
(with Ne dimensions) shape space, /(k), characterized by
the mean, lk and the eigenvectors fek;1; . . . ; ek;Neg. The
sample eigenstances representing the most discriminating
directions among persons are shown in Fig. 7. The number
of eigenvectors, Ne, is chosen so that at least 80% of the
variation is modeled. In another work [30], we had used
the EigenState-HMM model to clean up shadow artifacts
in silhouettes. In this work, we build our recognition strat-
egy around it.

3.2.3. Stance selection

For recognition, we are interested the stances that offer
the most discrimination between subjects. To select these
discriminatory stances, we consider the variation in shape
for each stance as reflected in the first and the second eigen-
values associated with the corresponding Eigenstance
model. These are plotted in Fig. 8. We see that states at
the ends (states 1–3 and 18–20) and at the middle (9–12)
has the largest scatters, indicating that these gait stances
carry the bulk of the discriminatory power. The mean
stances for these states are shown in Fig. 9 for illustration.
We notice that these stances correspond to near the full
stride stances.

3.3. Similarity computation

We based the similarity computation between any two
gait sequences on the differences in silhouette shapes of
the discriminative stances, as identified during the con-
struction of the eigenstance models. The first step in this
resenting the most discriminating directions among persons.
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process is the detection of the discriminative stances in any
given gait sequence spanning multiple gait cycles. For this,
we use the learnt population HMM. We use the dynamic
programming based Viterbi algorithm [37], which returns
the most likely state assignment for each frame in the given
sequence. To reduce the errors of this decoding process, we
partition the input sequence into subsequences of roughly
one gait cycle length. If frames in one portion of the gait
cycle have segmentation errors, this strategy minimizes
the effect the stance assignment on other parts of the
sequence. We estimate the gait cycle length from the peri-
odic variation in the number of foreground pixels in the
bottom half of the silhouettes. Note that the starting state
of these subsequences need not match the starting HMM
state since we use a cyclical Bakis model for the HMM
state transition.

Given the stance labels of each frame, we average the
frames mapped to each discriminative stance, identified
earlier, to arrive at one averaged representation per stance.
However, instead of averaging the raw silhouettes that con-
tain errors due to missed detection and shadows. We use
the eigenstance shape model to clean up the silhouettes
before averaging.

An input frame fi, estimated to be at stance state k of the
HMM, is projected into the corresponding eigenspace,
/ðkÞ ¼ flk; ek;1; . . . ; ek;Neg, and then reconstructed as fr

i

fr
i ¼ lk þ

XN e

j¼1

ðeT
k;jðf i � lkÞÞek;j ð4Þ
Fig. 9. Exemplar means for the states exhibiting significant recogn
The reconstructed silhouette, fr
i , has continuous values be-

tween 0 and 1 that we threshold to arrive at binary silhou-
ettes. Instead of simple thresholding, we employ a two-level
thresholding scheme to minimize the side effect of recon-
struction process, which can make silhouettes more similar
to each other.

Fr
i ðjÞ ¼

Foreground if fr
i ðjÞ > T high or lkðjÞ ¼ 0

Background if fr
i ðjÞ < T low

fiðjÞ otherwise:

8><
>:

9>=
>;
ð5Þ

For the experiments in this paper, Tlow = 0.2 and
Thigh = 0.8. Fig. 10 show some averaged stance shape rep-
resentations constructed for a subject based on a given in-
put sequence.

Given two averaged stance representation, the corre-
sponding stances can be simply compared and the results
summed to arrive at an overall similarity score. Let us
denote the subset of salient discriminatory states by Sd.
To arrive at one similarity score, we compute Euclidean
distances between the averaged representation for these
stances from the probe sequence IP i and the gallery
sequence IGj .

SðIP i ; IGjÞ ¼ �
X
k2Sd

ðIP iðfkÞ � IGjðfkÞÞ2 ð6Þ
3.4. Performance

The selected stance based recognition scheme performs
well in practice. Table 2 reports top rank identification rate
for two key experiments, comparing sequences across sur-
face and across time, from the HumanID Gait Challenge
problem [18,19]. These experiments, denoted by D and K
in the original problem, are among the toughest experi-
ments on which most algorithms have poor performance.
The gallery set consists of sequences from 122 subjects.
The first column of Table 2 lists the performances for the
baseline algorithm defined along with the Gait Challenge.
We also report performances of four other gait recognition
algorithms based on hidden Markov models, shape cluster-
ing, part features, and template matching (note that since
the individual groups are yet to publish the results official-
ly, we cannot identify them at this time). In the last two col-
umns, we list the performance of the our gait recognition
algorithm with and without stance selection. We see that
stance selection greatly enhances performance. Note that
the proposed gait recognition algorithm’s performance is
the second best among the six algorithms listed.
ition power. The numbers below each frame denote the state.



Fig. 10. Averaged gait stances for one subject computed from a sequence spanning several gait cycles.

Table 2
The top rank identification rate for different gait recognition approaches on the gait challenge experiments involving the ‘‘hard’’ covariates of surface and
time

Covariates Baseline Algol Algo2 Algo3 Algo4 Average gait stance (all states) Average gait stance (partial states)

(ExpD) surface 32 33 45 19 23 25 38
(ExpK) time 3 15 24 3 6 24 24

The gallery size is 122 subjects.
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Fig. 11. The 2D histogram of face and gait non-match scores.
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4. Fusion schemes

Before combination, scores from each classifier are
transformed to a common range. Here, we choose the
Gaussian model based z-normalization, which was also
used in FRVT-2002 [34]. For a given probe p, we compute
its similarity values with all subjects in the gallery set
ðg1; g2; . . . ; gNG

Þ. Then we compute the mean value (lp)
and standard deviation (rp) of the similarity values. The
similarity value between each p and Gj is normalized as:

NormSimðp; gjÞ ¼
Simðp; gjÞ � lp

rp
ð7Þ

This normalization not only maps the score onto a com-
mon scale, but also removes the dependencies of the scores
on the particular probe. It is common in biometrics to ob-
serve that the non-match similarity scores are dependent on
the chosen probe. This impacts the optimality of the single
threshold decision rule chosen for verification in biometric
systems.

We experimented with score level and decision level
integration.

1. Score Sum combination strategy makes decision simply
based on the sum of the similarity scores from the gait
and face classifiers:

CombSimðp; gjÞ ¼ NormSim1ðp; gjÞ þNormSim2ðp; gjÞ
ð8Þ

2. The second score fusion scheme is based on the Bayesian

decision rule. For a given pair of probe and gallery sub-
jects, the similarity values from the individual modalities
form the observation vector, v. The two classes corre-
spond to the match (genuine, xm) and non-match
(imposter, xnm) classes. The likelihoods of these two
classes are modeled as multi-dimensional Gaussian dis-
tribution, which is usually a good choice empirically.
Fig. 11 shows a 2D histogram representation of the gait
and face non-match (imposter) scores.
PrðvjxmÞ ¼
1

2pjRmj1=2
e �

1
2ðv�lmÞT R�1ðv�lmÞ½ � ð9Þ

PrðvjxmÞ ¼
1

2pjRmj1=2
e �

1
2ðv�lmÞT R�1ðv�lmÞ½ � ð10Þ

The difference in the posterior probabilities of these two
classes form the combined similarity score.

CombSimðp; gjÞ ¼ ProbðxmjvÞ � ProbðxnmjvÞ ð11Þ

3. The third scheme is the Confidence Weighted Score Sum

as suggested by the HumanID group at University of
Notre Dame. The main idea is that for a given probe
subject p, we weight its similarity scores in a classifier
before combination. The weight is computed from the
similarity values of the first few ranks:

W cðpÞ ¼
SimcðpÞð1Þ � SimcðpÞð2Þ
SimcðpÞð2Þ � SimcðpÞð3Þ

ð12Þ
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where Simc(p)(k) is the kth largest similarity value of p

when compared to the entire gallery set. The score com-
bination is then given by:

CombSimðp; gjÞ ¼ W 1ðpÞSim1ðp; gjÞ þ W 2ðpÞSim2ðp; gjÞ
ð13Þ

4. In addition to the score level combination schemes men-
tioned above, we also use a decision level combination:
Rank Sum. It takes the negated sum of ranks from the
face classifier and gait classifier as the similarity value:

CombSimðp; gjÞ ¼ �Rank1ðp; gjÞ þRank2ðp; gjÞ ð14Þ

A problem of this scheme is that there might be two or
more gallery subjects having a same similarity value with
a probe. In this paper, the tie is broken by the sum of the
original scores in each classifier.

5. Results

We conducted a series of studies geared towards answer-
ing the following questions in the context of outdoor
biometrics:

1. What is the performance of face + gait combination for
the same-day data and months-apart data? How does
the combination of face and gait compare with single
modality?

2. Which combination scheme performs the best?
3. How does the combination of face and gait compare

against using multiple samples of the same modality,
i.e. face + face or gait + gait?

Answers to the above questions requires careful specifi-
cation of multiple gallery and probe sets. For faces, the
main gallery set ðF In;Mug;t1Þ consists of 70 faces taken
indoors with regular expression and mugshot lighting con-
ditions. The alternate gallery set ðF In;Ov;t1Þ consists of the
corresponding faces taken with overhead lighting. The out-
door images form the probes. Fig. 12 shows examples of
faces for various lighting conditions. There are four face
probe sets, with two probe sets per imaging session. For
each imaging session, the near images form one set and
Fig. 12. The face samples under different conditions. The candidates for the ga
expression, overhead lighting images. The probes are taken outdoors with (c)
the far images form the other set. One pair
ðF Out;Near;t1 ; F Out;far;t1Þ was taken on the same day as the
indoors images; there 39 such subjects. And the other pair
ðF Out;Near;t2 ; F Out;far;t2Þ was taken at least 3 months apart;
there are 21 such subjects.

For gait, the probes and the gallery are constructed from
the HumanID Gait Challenge Dataset [18]. The main gal-
lery ðGGrass;R;t1Þ consists of sequences from 70 individuals
walking on grass, outdoors, viewed from the right camera.
The alternate gallery set ðGGrass;R;t1

Þ consists of the corre-
sponding sequences taken from the left camera, with a
verging angle of approximately 30� to the right view. Like
the face, we consider four different probes. The left and
right views of the gait on a different surface condition,
i.e. concrete, taking on the same day as the gallery, form
two probes ðGConcrete;R;t1 ;GConcrete;L;t1

Þ, respectively. Fig. 13
shows some sample views. Like face, we also consider the
time covariate and consider two more probe sets
ðGGrass;R;t2

;GGrass;L;t2Þ taken 6 months apart. The sizes of
the probe sets match that for the face to allow us to consid-
er biometric combinations.

Based on these gallery and probe, ten experiments were
designed, as shown in Table 3. First five experiments deal
with same day data and the next five deal with comparing
data taken more than 3 months apart. Each set of five
experiments consists of experiments to study face and gait,
individually and with inter-modal and intra-modal combi-
nations. We report two kinds of recognition rates: one for
the verification scenario (1 to 1 matching) and the other for
the identification scenario (1 to N matching). For the ver-
ification scenario, the performance is specified in terms of
standard false alarm and detection rates, plotted as a
receiver operating characteristic (ROC). In our experi-
ments, we plot the ROCs based on the Parzen windowed,
non-parametric, estimates of the match (genuine) or non-
match (imposter) distributions based on the given data.
For the identification scenario, we report the correct iden-
tification rates at rank, k, i.e. fraction of times the correct
match to a probe (the input data) within the top k-ranked
match among all the matches of that probe to the complete
gallery set (the pre-stored templates or models). The plot of
the identification rate with rank is called the Cumulative
Match Characteristic (CMC). This is a standard perfor-
llery sets are (a) regular expression with mugshot lighting, and (b) regular
regular expression, far view and (d) regular expression, near view.



Fig. 13. Sample frames in the gait challenge dataset as viewed from (a) the left camera on concrete surface, (b) the right camera on concrete surface, (c) the
left camera on grass surface, (d) the right camera on grass surface.

Table 3
Gallery and probe specification for the various experiments conducted

Num Exp (Gallery, #) (Probe, #) Covariate

SF Face F ln;Mug;t1
, 70 F Out;near;t1

, 39 In/outdoor, SameDay
SG Gait GGrass;R;t1

, 70 GConcrete;R;t1
, 39 Surface, SameDay

SF+G Face+ F In;Mug;t1
, 70 F Out;near;t1

, 39 In/outdoor, SameDay
Gait GGrass;R;t1

, 70 GConcrete;R;t1
, 39 Surface, SameDay

SF+F Face+ F ln;Mug;t1
, 70 F Out;near;t1

, 39 In/outdoor, SameDay
Face F ln;Ov;t1

, 70 F Out;far;t1
, 39 In/outdoor, SameDay

SG+G Gait+ GGrass;R;t1
, 70 GConcrete;R;t1

, 39 Surface, SameDay
Gait GGrass;L;t1

, 70 GConcrete;L;t1
, 39 Surface, SameDay

DF Face F ln;Mug;t1
, 70 F Out;near;t2

21 In/outdoor, P3 months apart
DG Gait GGrass;R;t1

, 70 GGrass;R;t2
, 21 6 months apart

DF+G Face F ln;Mug;t1
, 70 F Out;near;t2

, 21 In/outdoor, P 3 months apart
Gait GGrass;R;t1

, 70 GGrass;R;t2
, 21 6 months apart

DF+F Face F ln;Mug;t1
, 70 F Out;near;t2

, 21 In/outdoor, P3 months apart
Face F ln;Ov;t1

, 70 F Out;far;t2
, 21 In/outdoor, P 3 months apart

DG+G Gait+ GGrass;R;t1
, 70 GGrass;R;t2

, 21 6 months apart
Gait GGrass;L;t1

, 70 GGrass;L;t1
, 21 6 months apart
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mance metric used in biometrics for the identification sce-
nario [35].

5.1. Inter-modal combination

Performance of outdoor face (ExpSF), cross surface gait
(ExpSG), and gait + face (Exp SF+G) on same day data
with various combination schemes is shown in Fig. 14,
which plots the CMC curve up to rank 5 and ROC curve
up to 5% false alarm rate. As expected, the recognition
from a single biometric is low, specifically, 40% for face
and 39% for gait at rank 1. However, the combinations
of the two weak biometrics using the four schemes discussed
above substantially boosts performance. Particularly, 71%
for score sum, 70% for Bayesian rule, 58% for confidence
weighted score sum, and 68% for rank sum. As Fig. 15
shows, a similar pattern is seen for performance of outdoor
face (ExpDF), cross surface gait (Exp DG), and gait + face
(ExpDF+G) on data taken months apart.

5.2. Intra-modal combination

The performance of inter-modal combination has to be
justified in the context of intra-modal combination.
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Fig. 14. Performance of outdoor face (ExpSF), cross surface gait (ExpSG), and gait + face (ExpSF+G) on same day data with various combination
schemes for (a) identification and (b) verification scenarios.
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Fig. 15. Performance of outdoor face (ExpDF), cross surface gait (ExpDG), and gait + face (ExpDF+G) on data taken months apart with various
combination schemes for (a) identification and (b) verification scenarios.
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Inter-modal combinations involves the use of different
types of sensors resulting in added integration costs. The
inter-modal performance gain has to be justified in this
context. Inter-modal combination performance has to be
greater than intra-modal combination [Kevin Bowyer, per-
sonal communication]. In the present context, performance
of gait and face should be greater than combination of two
faces or combination of two gait signatures. For this, we
consider the experiments, SF+F, SG+G, DF+F, and DG+G,
in Table 3.

These intra-modal experiments involve the use of two
samples per subject in the gallery and in the probe. Each
probe is matched against the two gallery samples per per-
son and the maximum similarity score is chosen as the sim-
ilarity score for that probe. These similarity scores are then
combined, as before, using the rules described in Section 4.

Fig. 16 plots the ROCs of the intra-modal combinations
up to a false alarm rate of 5%. Each plot shows the perfor-
mance with individual probes and their combinations. We
see that the intra-modal combination does not seem to
improve performance by a significant amount. Fig. 17
shows a summary comparison of the inter-modal and
intra-model comparison schemes based on the verification
rate at a false alarm rate of 5%. We see that face + gait per-
formance is better than the face + face or gait + gait com-
binations. This is explained by the strong correlation that
exist between the scores for two probes from the same bio-
metric. It is 0.7 for the intra-modal case and is only 0.05 for
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Fig. 16. Performance of intra-modal combination using different strategies. The ROC curves are shown for (a) face + face, same day, (b) gait + gait, same
day, (c) face + face, months apart, and (d) gait + gait, months apart. Each plot shows the performance with individual probes and their combinations.
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the inter-modal case. Stronger the correlation between the
scores, less is the improvement with combination [46]. In
fact, this improvement are not only limited to the two hard
covariates listed in this paper. In Fig. 18 we compare the
performances of all five covariates in our database: view,
shoe-type, surface, briefcase, and time, in terms of PV at
5% false alarm rate. And the results demonstrate the com-
bination substantially improves the recognition.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Underlying reasons of performance improvement from

intra-modal combination

Table 4 lists the number of subjects that are affected by
the combination. It lists the number of subjects who were
failed to be recognized by each individual modality or
both, but were successfully recognized after combination.
It also lists the number of subjects who were successfully
recognized by one modality or both, but their combination
resulted in failure. We see that the performance gained by
the combination are mostly from subjects who failed only
for one of the two biometrics. The combination helps little
for subjects who were not correctly identified by both the
individual biometrics. On the other hand, we found that
fewer subjects were correctly identified in one classifier
but failed after combinations. This is especially true for
the score sum combination.

To gain some insight into the nature of the face and
gait combination, we plot the decision boundary of the
experiment for score sum and Gaussian Bayesian fusion
at 5% false alarm rate in Fig. 19. The axes are the nor-

malized similarity scores from each modality. We see that
(i) the optimal Bayesian decision boundary is roughly
linear and is close to the score sum boundary, which
Table 4
Number of subject correctly recognized or failed to be recognized by each ind

Combination scheme # failed before combination but succeed
combination

Face only Gait only

Rank sum 15 12
Confidence weighted sum 8 12
Score sum 14 14
Bayesian rule 14 14

The total number of subjects is 39.
explains the high performance with just score sum
schemes. And (ii) the non-match scores seem to be
uncorrelated forming a nice, symmetric central cluster.
This observation would be important for parametric
modeling studies. Gaussian models seem to be good for
non-match scores.

6.2. Investigation of gait shape changes with covariates

We studied the gait changes in terms of silhouette shapes
for any particular gait stance. For this, we employ linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) of the silhouette shapes of
each stance from a set of individuals, with the covariate
under study being the ‘‘class’’ or ‘‘category’’ variable. For
instance, to study the effect of surface, we place the
HMM exemplars of a particular stance from grass in one
class and the exemplars for the corresponding stance on
concrete in the other class. The leading LDA dimension
would be along the direction of maximum discriminability
(ratio of between class to within class scatter). It would be
interesting to see how different are these directions for dif-
ferent covariates.

Fig. 20 shows these dominant directions (leading eigen-
vectors of LDA space) as images when comparing silhou-
ettes on grass with shoe type A to (i) sequences on grass
with shoe type B, or to (ii) sequences on concrete with shoe
type A, or to (iii) sequences on grass with briefcase, or to
(iv) sequences on grass taken 6 months apart. The intensity
in the images indicates the discriminative body part for the
corresponding conditions. All the shown frames are nor-
malized by a same scaling factor for display purposes.
For shoe-type change no significant bright areas are seen,
indicating that the silhouette shapes in the two classes are
similar. For surface change, we find bright spots in the
leg portion, particularly in the leg swing phase leg (see
image in column 2 and 3 of Fig. 20), suggesting changes
in the minimum knee angles due to surface change. In addi-
tion, the feet part is highlighted because they are occluded
on grass for many subjects. For briefcase carrying, we
noticed that the bright spots are concentrated mostly on
the trunk part, suggesting that people adjust their upper
body stance when carrying weight, which is consistent to
our expectations. Finally, for the temporal change, surpris-
ingly, no significant pattern is seen despite the sharp drop
in recognition.
ividual modality or their combination for the same-day data

ed after # succeeded before combination but failed after
combination

Both Face only Gait only Both

4 5 1 0
0 1 4 0
3 2 1 0
3 1 3 0
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Fig. 19. The decision boundary of the score sum and Bayesian rule combination rules at a false alarm rate of 5% for (a), (b) face + gait same and different
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7. Conclusion

Outdoor face recognition and gait recognition across
surface conditions have been found to be hard problems.
In addition, face and gait recognition over time (>3 months
apart) is poor. We showed that stance selection can signif-
icantly improve gait recognition but not to a level where
just gait suffices. We demonstrated that biometric combina-



Fig. 20. Samples of the first eigenvectors in LDA space in the changes of shoe-type, surface, and time. The gait phase is column-wise aligned.
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tion is an effective strategy for improving performance of
these hard biometric problems, involving comparing tem-
plates across indoor and outdoors conditions and across
months. We find that the score sum rule of combination
offer the best performance. We also find the inter-modal
combination, i.e. face + gait, is better than not only the
individual modalities but also combinations of the same
modality, i.e. face + face and gait + gait, which can consid-
ered to be sort of statistical control experiments to show
improvement of biometric fusion. The inter-modal combi-
nation has excellent potential for overcoming the ‘‘tough’’
covariates affecting individual biometrics.
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